CESARIO Uniform Care
from Fred J. Miller, Inc.

The Cesario collection of band performance wear made for easy care, comfort and
durability. Proper care is imperative with any garment.
*** PLEASE READ CAREFULLY ***
LAUNDERING
All garments are washable, unless otherwise stated. However, this does not mean that
careful care and repair arenʼt necessary.
"

Jackets and Bib Pants:
Always wash whites with whites and darks with dark colors.
Avoid washing bib pants and jackets together! Never wash in hot water!
Jackets and bib pants are made of completely washable polyester-gaberdine.
Machine wash and dry on gentle/knit cycle, but do not overload machines.
Launder 4 to 6 pieces at a time.
Do not use liquid fabric softener on Cesario band uniforms! If a softener
sheet is required, use only one (1) sheet per dry load (see drying instructions
below).
If a stain does occur, sponge with water or treat with an appropriate product
before it has time to set and before laundering. (See stain removal “Quick
Reference” Guide). You may use “Spray and Wash” and other non-chlorine
stain removers when washing. Use only non-chlorine detergent! Many
detergents are harsh and have a bleaching ingredient that will cause even
colorfast fabric to migrate.

NOTE: Always test wash an inconspicuous spot on the garment before doing the
entire set.
A multi-colored jacket must be washed with care! As a precaution, color
can be set and bleeding prevented by soaking two-color garments in salt water
(1/4 to 1/2 cup per wash load depending on load size) or white vinegar water the
FIRST time the garments are washed. Or, use Carbonaʼs “Dye Magnet,” a dry
treated material. This product, which may be found at many drug stores, fabric
centers, supermarkets, or online, picks up excess color. Follow manufacturerʼs
instructions.
If discoloration should occur, Carbonaʼs “Color Run Remover” or Rit Dyeʼs “Rit
Fabric Treatment Color Remover” will help remove migrating color. After using
one of these products, wash the garment again and this generally will remedy the
problem.
Dry garments completely before storing.
CAUTION: Do NOT use a hot dryer setting! A hot dryer setting will remove
the press. Use a cool setting. When dried on a cool setting, uniforms will require
very little touch up. Remove them from the dryer and place on a hanger
immediately. Steam pressing shoulders and collars is required to retain
their proper shape and appearance to renew the heat bonded interfacings.
Touch up pressing on pants may be desired occasionally, or the pants may be
professionally pressed after several washings and drying.
!

Pieces with VELCRO:
Make certain the hook side of the Velcro is not exposed when laundering to
avoid a “picking” of the fabric. If a garment piece has both the hook (hard side)
and loop (soft side) of Velcro, hook pieces together evenly so the hook side is not
exposed.

"

Extended Shoulders (Wings) and Collars:
Fold back extended shoulders or wings onto the shoulder during washing and
drying. Also do this when transporting uniforms. Folding allows them to hold
their shape much better.

!

Gauntlets:
Wash gauntlets on a gentle cycle and dry on a permanent press setting in a
dryer observing all laundering instructions previously provided for this fabric type.
Make sure to hook the Velcro closure together when laundering in a
machine to avoid “picking” of fabric.

FITTING AND ALTERING
"
Pant Legs:
Each pant leg has snap adjustments located on both the inside and outside leg seams.
The last 2 are male snaps which fold up to meet 1-12 female snaps. Use male snaps to
create a firm anchor at the hemʼs edge.
Adjust the shoulder strap; have student try the pants on wrong-side-out then
fold up the hem and snap to the desired length.
After the hem length has been determined, the student should remove the
pants without unsnapping the new hem length.
Press the new hem into place and the pants are ready to go. CAUTION:
Avoid pressing with high heat and DO NOT press over the snap area as
high heat will melt the snap imprint onto the outside of the garment.
If the hem is very short (2-3 inches), the hem may need to be “tacked” slightly
between the snapped hem to help hold the crease in place.
"

Sleeves:
Follow the same basic procedure as for the pant legs.

"

Cleaning/maintenance:
Launder the pants and jacket with the snaps left in place so that the length
and sizing do not have to be repeated each time.
At the end of the season, store with hems unsnapped.

GENERAL ALTERATION COMMENT:
UNDER NO CIRCUMSTANCES SHOULD ANY FABRIC BE CUT FROM THE JACKET!
If there are hemming issues, please contact a director for instructions and/or
alternatives.

